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Current generation of fluid flow models for porous media flows are very sophisticated,
however they are often based on outdated computational methods (e.g. structured or
block structured hexahedral FEM- and FDM-based discretisation). Since these methods
are often at the heart of transport in porous media, it is vital that these methods are
updated in light of recent advances in computational methods and able to exploit the
current state-of-the-art mesh-adaptive methods. The latter moves the mesh to follow flow
features or interface, and adapts the structure of the mesh to produce optimal anisotropic
resolution [1]. The computational effort is thus placed exactly where it is needed.

This paper introduces a conservative computational multi-fluid porous media flows model
able to exploit the latest mesh adaptivity methods on fully-unstructured tetrahedral grids.
The model is based upon two key numerical characteristics: (a) novel family of PnDG-
Pn+1 finite element pairs [2] and (b) a consistent overlapping control volume finite element
method (CVFEM) formulation. In particular, the P1DG-P2 element (i.e., discontinuous
and piecewise linear representation for velocity whilst continuous and piecewise quadratic
shape functions are used to represent the pressure field) is introduced as the basis of
the discretisation and also as the CVFEM counterpart. This is necessary, as it is very
difficult to use finite element representation of scalar fields (e.g., saturation and density)
and simultaneously ensure physical realism in these solution variables (i.e., positivity and
suppression of numerical oscillations provided by high-order or limiting methods).

The main objective of this manuscript is to report the latest development of a generic
FEM-based unstructured and adaptive-mesh multi-fluid and multi-component model that
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can be applied to both inertia-dominated and porous media flows. In the simulations
performed in this paper we used P1DG-P2 elements and the overlapping CVFEM model
[3, 4] where scalar fields (e.g., volume fraction, concentration, density, etc) are represented
in the control volume (CV) space and the velocity-pressure dual fields are embedded
in FEM space with simultaneous projection into the CV space. High-order accurate
downwind schemes on element boundaries on discontinuous scalar fields are flux-limited
(based on NVD approach) to obtain bounded and compressive (capturing the interfaces)
solutions.

This manuscript focuses on benchmark simulations of dual saturated-unsaturated flows in
heterogeneous porous media [5]. Here, a fluid is injected in a porous matrix (subsurface
caisson represented by a set of heterogeneous permeability field volumes) and the resulting
fluid content (spatial- and time-dependent) during the drainage is qualitively analysed.
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